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o. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a fixed topological space. All sheaves and presheaves in this 
note will be defined over Open (X). the category obtained from X in 
the usual way. R will be a sheaf of rings with unit. The category of 
presheaves (sheaves) of modules over the sheaf R, will be denoted by 
n(R), (a(R)). Idempotent kernel functors in n(R) and a(R) are being 
considered. General localization theory in abelian categories has been 
described by P. Gabriel in [1], but here, in (pre) sheaf categories, we 
obtain an additional interplay between ring-objects and module-objects 
in the (pre) sheaf topos, generalizing the classical situation in module 
categories. 
We study a condition on a kernel functor F in n(R), under which F 
is inner in a(R), i.e. F takes sheaves into sheaves. The localization functor 
QF associated to F in n(R) is then inner in a(R) too. For example, kernel 
functors associated with objects of a(R) have these properties. We give 
sufficient conditions on F and on R, in order to have that QF(R) is a 
sheaf of rings. Under these conditions we study QF further and modifie 
the results concerning right exactness and property (T), holding in n(R), 
cf. [7], [1]. Categorical language is abused as usual, e.g., canonical iso-
morphisms will be considered as identifications etc. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Both n(R) and a(R) are Grothendieck categories with generator, cf. [4]. 
The canonical inclusion i: a(R) -+ n(R) has a left adjoint tI: n(R) -+ a(R), 
i.e., for every P E n(R) and S E a(R) we have: 
Hom (tiP, S) '" Hom (P, is), 
alB) nIB) 
i.e., a(R) is a reflective (Giraud-) subcategory of n(R). 
If P E n(R) then tiP is called the sheaf associated to P. It is well known 
that itl = LL where L is defined as usual, cf. any book dealing with sheaves. 
The functor L has the following properties: 
1. L is left exact. 
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2. For every P E nCR), LP is a separated presheaf. 
3. If P E nCR) is separated then P -)- LP is a monomorphism and LP 
is a sheaf. 
4. P is exactly then a sheaf when P is isomorphic to LP. 
Recall that i commutes with projective limits and that a is exact and 
commutes with direct limits. If N is a subsheaf of M then MIN will stand 
for their quotient in O'(R) while iM/iN denotes their quotient in nCR). 
To avoid confusion , if a sheaf M is being considered as a presheaf then 
we will write iM. Since we are working in Grothendieck categories, 
injective hulls exist and they may be defined as being maximal essential 
extensions in the sense of the category under consideration. The pseudo-
functor : injective hull in nCR), resp. O'(R), will be denoted by Ep, resp. E8. 
It is well known that fibred products exist in nCR) and a(R), their properties 
are being used freely when necessary. 
LEMMA 1.1. : If E is injective in O'(R) then iE is injective in nCR). 
PROOF: Let ° -)- P' -)- P be exact in nCR) and consider a presheaf 
morphism I: P' -)- iE. Exactness of a yields a commutative diagram: 
0-----... P'------. P 
iE/ 
t p' p 
aiE 
') aP'-----· aP 
Since aiE is injective in O'(R), we obtain a sheaf morphism gl: aP -)- E, 
which, considered as a presheaf map, composes with p to yield a presheaf 
morphism g: P -)- iE, which extends I • 
LEMMA 1.2.: If ME O'(R) then iE8(M) is an essential extension of iM 
in n{R). 
PROOF: Let 0 ~ N ~ iE'(M) be exact in nCR), denote E = iE'(M). 
If N x iM = 0, then by the exactness of a we obtain: 
E 
O=a(O)=a(N x iM)=aN x aiM, 
E oj] 
with aE = E'(M) and aiM = 11'1. However, aN x M = 0, contradicts the fact 
oR 
that E'(M) is an essential extension of M in O'(R) • 
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LEMMA 1.3.: Let ME a(R), then Ep(iM) "" iE'(M) in Jt(R). 
PROOF: By the foregoing lemma, iE&(M), as well as EP(iM), is an 
essential extension of iM; therefore we obtain a commutative diagram 
in Jt(R): 
where f exists by Lemma 1.1. and it is a monomorphism by Lemma 1.2., 
and where g is a monomorphism too. Because Ep(iM) is a maximal essential 
extension of M we may conclude that f is an isomorphism in Jt(R). • 
COROLLARIES: 
1. Ep is inner in a(R). 
2. If ME Jt(R) is separated, then Ep(M) is separated. 
Indeed, we get a commutative diagram: 
M----- aM=LM 
t 
Ep(M) 
t 
- - ....... Ep(iaM) 
where all maps are monomorphisms. Since Ep(iaM) ~ iE'(aM), it follows 
that Ep(M) is separated. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.: If M E Jt(R) is separated then: 
iaEp(M) = Ep(iaM) =iE'(aM), in Jt(R). 
PROOF: Note that for a separated presheaf, the assooiated sheaf is an 
essential extension of it, in Jt(R). Indeed: let 0 -+- N -+- iaM be exact in 
Jt(R) and suppose that N x M =0, then aN x aM =0, hence aN =0. 
wM eM 
Since N is separated, this yields N = O. The second equality in the statement 
has already been established. Furthermore it is clear that there is a 
monomorphism: 
iaEp(M) -+- Ep(iaM), 
and as E1I(iaM) is an essential extension of iaM and of M, it will be 
suffioient to show that iaE1I(M) is injeotive in Jt(R). For this it is sufficient 
to prove that aE1I(M) is injective in a(R). 
Let 0 -+- S' ~ S be exact in a(R) and let f: S' -+- aE1I(M) be a sheaf 
morphism. The definition of the fibred product yields the following 
commutative diagram : 
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S~ =is' 8' x EP(M) -_._--+. is' 
Ep(M) ---------+ iaEp(M) 
where 8' is a monomorphism. 
Clearly, aS~ '" S' x aEp(M) '" S'. 
Furthermore, by the injectivity of Ep(M) in n(R), there exists 
gl: is ~ Ep(M), extending h. 
Put agl=g, g: S -+ aEp(M). Then: 
aft = /j = (agl) 8(a8') =gsj, 
where j is the isomorphism aS~ "-' S'. Hence f =gs, or g extends f as 
desired • 
The following lemma turns out to be very useful: 
LEMMA 1.5.: Let () ~ S -+ P be exact in n(R). Suppose that S is a 
sheaf and that P is a separated presheaf, then PIS is a separated presheaf. 
PROOF: Let U E Open (X) and let {UI}c.! be an open covering of U. 
Denote the restriction morphisms of PIS by e~, for V C U in Open (X). 
Let g E (PIS)( U) be such that eg(g) = 0 for all U,. Consider the com-
mutative diagram: 
eg,(P) 
P(U)-----. P(U,) 
In( U) In( U,) 
P(U)/S(U) u) P(U,){S(Uc) 
eu, 
where n is the canonical presheaf morphism P -+ PIS. Take G E P(U) 
such that n(U)G=g. Then, putting G,=eg,(P)(G), we have n(U,)(G,) =0, 
or G, E S( U,) for all U, in the covering of U. Therefore there exists a 
unique G' E S(U) such that eg,(S)(G') =G, for all U,. Then G-G' E P(U) 
maps to zero under each eg,(P), but as P is separated this means that 
O=G', yielding G E S(U) and g=O • 
2. KERNEL FUNCTORS IN a(R) 
A Kernel Functor (idempotent) in a(R), (n(R)), is an endofunctor F 
such that: 
1. F is a subfunctor of the identity in (J(R), (n(R)). 
2. F is left exact. 
3. F(S{F(S))={) for every S E (J(R), (n(R)). 
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A kernel functor is said to be local if it is given by a family 
{F( U) E R( U) - tors, U E Open (X)} =.1, 
where F( U) is an idempotent kernel functor on R( U) - mod, satisfying 
natural compatibility conditions with respect to the restriction morphisms, 
cf. [7J. There, cf. loco cit., it has also been proved that if / satisfies these 
conditions then there is a unique kernel functor F in n(R) such that : 
[F(M)J( U) = F(U)[M( U)) for every U E Open (X) and every ME n(R). 
A kernel functor in a(R) is local in a(R) if it is the restriction to a(R) 
of a local functor in n(R). A kernel functor F in n(R) is said to be a 
G-functor (G for Giraud, Grothendieck, Gabriel, Goldman) if and only if 
iaF=Fia. Note that not every (local) kernel functor F in n(R) "restricts" 
to a (local) kernel functor in a(R). If F does, then F' will stand for the 
restriction aFi of F to a(R). 
LEMMA 2 1.: If F is a G-functor in n(R) then F' exists and it is a 
kernel functor in a(R). 
PROOF : If S E alR) then F(iS)=iaF(iS), i.e., F is inner in a(R). 
Therefore F'(S) = aF(iS) and it is clear that F' is a left exact subfunctor 
of the identity in a(R). Furthermore: 
F'(SjF'(S)) = aF(ia(iSjiF'(S))) 
= aF(iSjiF'(S)) 
=aF(iSjF(iS))=aO=O • 
REMARK 2.2.: Local kernel functors in a(R) are completely determined 
when given on a basis for the topology of X . Indeed if gl = {B'}'d is such 
a basis, then for all U E Open (X) and all S E a(R): 
FB(S)( U) = lim F'(S)(B,) = lim F(B,)(S(B,)). 
+- -
---B, e!ll B, e!ll 
B,eu B,eu 
The following construction provides us with a lot of G-functors in n(R). 
Let 0 ¥- P E n(R). Tors (P) will be the class of all kernel functors F in 
n(R) such that F(P) = O. If P' E n(R) is an essential extension of P then 
obviously Tors (PI) = Tors (P). Therefore, P may be replaced by its 
injective hull Ep(P) in n(R) . Define F p by: 
Fp(N) = n {Ker f, I E Hom (N, Ep(P))}. 
n(R) 
PROPOSITION 2.3.: F p is a kernel functor in nCR), F p E Tors (P) and 
FE Tors (P) if and only if F < F p i.e. F(M) C F p(M) for all ME nCR). 
PROOF: Direct generalization of the proof of the similar statement in 
the category of modules over a. ring, cf. [3], Theorem 5.1. • 
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THEOREM 2.4.: If S E a(R) then F iS is a G-functor. Conversely if FN 
is a G-functor for some N E n(R) then there exists S E a(R) such that 
FN=F,s. 
PROOF: We have to check first that iaFts(P} = Fts(iaP} for all P E n(R}. 
By the foregoing remarks and by Lemma 1.3., we may assume S replaced 
by E'(S} and is replaced by Ep(iS}. So we have reduced the problem 
to the proof of: 
fl {Ker t, j E Hom (iaP, is)}=ia(fl {Ker t, t E Hom (P, is)}). 
1I(R) 1I(R) 
Now, a(R) being a full subcategory of n(R), we have: 
Hom (iaP, is) ,...., Hom (aP, S), 
11(8) o('R) 
and since 
Hom (aP, S) '" Hom (P, is), 
0(1/) 11(1/) 
we only have to establish that 
fl {Ker t, j E Hom (aP, S)} 
,,<'8) 
is a sheaf, which is obviously so. 
Conversely, let N E nCR) be such that F N is a G-functor. 
Then FN(iaN)=iaFN(N)=iaO=O, hence FN<F"'N' Moreover; 
F'''N(N) = fl {Ker j, t E Hom (N, Ep(iaN))} = 
1I(R) 
= fl {Ker t, t E Hom (N, iEB(aN))} 
n(1/) 
by Lemma 1.3., and, 
= fl {Ker t, f E Hom (aN, EB(aN))} =0. 
,,(R) 
3. THE MODULE OF QUOTIENTS 
If F is a kernel functor in a(R), then S E a(R} is said to be F-torsion 
if F(S) = S, F -torsion free if F(S) = O. 
PROPOSITION 3.1.: Let F be a kernel functor in n(R): 
1. If F is a G-functor, then the fact that P is F-torsion free implies that 
iaP is F-torsion free and aP is FB-torsion free. The converse holds 
in case P is a separa.ted presheaf. 
2. If F is a G-functor, then the fact that P E n(R) is F-torsion implies 
that oP is F'-torsion; the converse holds if P is separated. 
3. If F is inner in a(R) and if P E n(R) is separated, then P is F-torsion 
if and only if LP is F-torsion. 
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PROOF: Statements 1. and 2. are straightforward to prove. 3. If P 
is separated then LP = iaP and P -+ iaP is a monomorphism in :nCR). 
If LP is F-torsion then so is P. Conversely if P=F(P) then LP::> F(LP). 
Applying L yields: LP::> LF(LP)::> LF(P)=LP. Thus LF(LP)=LP. 
However, since F is inner in a(R) and since LP is a sheaf, we obtain that 
LF(LP) = F(LP), hence LP = F(LP) • 
PROPOSITION 3.2.: The class of F-torsion objects for some kernel 
functor F in a(R) is closed under taking sub objects, homomorphic images, 
direct sums and extensions. The class of F-torsion free objects is closed 
under taking subobjects, direct products, injective hulls and isomorphic 
copies. 
PROOF: Straightforward, using the fact that a(R) is a Grothendieck 
category with generator • 
Let F be a kernel functor in a(R), then 8 E a(R) is said to be F-injective 
if each diagram in a(R): 
0_8"_8'_8'/8"_0 t,{ 
8 
with F(8'/8") =8'/8", may be completed by g to make it commutative. 
8 is said to be faithfully F -injective if g is unique as suoh. 
THEOREM 3.3.: If F is a G-functor in :nCR), then 8 E a(R) is (faithfully) 
F'-injeotive if and only if i8 is (faithfully) F-injectiva. 
PROOF: Let i8 be F -injective and consider a diagram in a(R): 
0-+ N -+ M -+ M/N -+ 0 
If 
8 
with F'(M/N)=M/N. In :nCR) this yields: 
0-+ iN -+ iM -+ iM/iN -+ 0 
1 if 
i8 
where iMliN C i(MIN) and i(MIN)=L(iMliN). Sinoe MIN is F'-torsion, 
it follows from Proposition 3.1.2. that iM/iN is F-torsion and hence the 
:n(R)-diagra~ can be oompleted by g': iM -+ is. Clearly, ag' oompletes 
the a(R)-diagram. 
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Conversely let S be F'-injective and consider the following n:(R)-diagram : 
o -? N -? M -? M/N -+ 0 
11 
is 
where F(M/N)=M/N. 
Since a is exact we obtain the O'(R)-diagram: 
O-aN-aM -a(M/N)-O 
/ la~/: 
S" 
Proposition 3.1.2. yields that a(MIN) is F8-torsion and therefore there 
exists a morphism g' completing the diagram. Let g be the composition : 
M - -+ iaM ----- is. ig' 
It is easily verified that g extends I as desired. The proof of the theorem 
will be complete if we prove the following fact : if P E n:(R), S E O'(R) then 
morphisms I, g: P -+ is in n:(R) are different if and only the corresponding 
sheaf morphisms ai, og are different. Let j be the canonical P -+ aP. 
Then oj=ag implies I=i(a/)j=i(ag)j=g. Conversely if aj¥=ag then the 
restrictions ial/LP=LI and Lg=iag/LP are different too, as is easily seen. 
Now I and g factorize through LP because S is a shea,f, i.e. we have a 
commutative diagram 
p~ IJ~LP i8~r l~~p iS~ 
Hence j=g implies LI=Lg, contradiction • 
PROPOSITION 3.4.: Let F be a kernel functor in a(R). Equivalently: 
1. E E O'(R) is F-injective and F-torsion free. 
2. E is faithfully F -injective. 
PROOF: The implication 2 =? I follows immediately if one extends the 
zero map 0 -+ E to F(E). 1 =? 2. Consider 0 ~ N -1... M -+ M/N -+ 0 in 
O'(R) with F(M/N) = MIN and suppose that k: N -...+ E is the zero morphism. 
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The F -injectivity of E implies that there exists a sheaf morphism g: M -+ E 
such that gj=h. Since gj(N) =0, g factorizes through M/N=F(M/N). 
Therefore geM) -+ F(E) = 0, hence g is the zero morphism • 
COROLLARY: If F is a G-functor in nCR) then the above proposition 
holds for F8. In this case the proof may also be given by reduction to the 
presheaf case, cf. [7], using Theorem 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 3.5.: Let F be a kernel functor in o(R) and let 
0-+ S' -+ S -+ S" -+ 0 be exact in oCR), with S being F-injective and S" 
being F-torsion free, then S' is F-injective. 
REMARK: The proof of the above is straightforward, along the lines 
of the proof of the similar statement in module categories, cf. [4]. If F 
is a G-functor then the above proposition holds for F' and one obtains 
an easy proof, using Theorem 3.3. extensively, reducing the statement 
to the presheaf level and [7]. 
THEOREM 3.6.: Let F be a kernel functor in o(R) and let S E o(R) 
be F-torsion free. Then S may be embedded in a faithfully F-injective 
E}(S) such that E}(S)/S is F-torsion. 
This sheaf E}(S) is unique up to isomorphism. 
PROOF: Since S is F-torsion free, so is E8(S), and obviously, E'(S) 
is faithfully F-injective. 
Define E~(S) to be E8(S) x F(E'(S)/S). Then we have a monomor-
E'(S)/S 
phism E'F(S) -+ E'(S), and therefore EHS) is F-torsion free. The definition 
of E}(S) implies that E'(S)/E~(S) is F-torsion free. Applying the foregoing 
proposition we may conclude that E~(S) is faithfully F-injective. Uni-
queness of E~(S) up to isomorphism is immediate • 
THEOREM 3.7.: Let F be a G-functor in nCR) and let S E o(R) be 
F'-torsion free, then: 
iE'Ft(S) ,...., EJ,(iS). 
PROOF: Recall from [7] that EJ,(iS), defined to be 
E"(iS) x F(E,,(iS)/iS), 
is the unique faithfully F-injective presheaf (up to isomorphism in nCR)) 
containing is, such that EJ,(iS) is F-torsion. It is easily verified that 
iE'Ft(S) has these properties, hence iE',.(S) ,...., EJ,(iS) in nCR) • 
If F is a G-functor in nCR) and S E oCR), define QF(S) =E'Ft(S/F'(S)). 
This sheaf, together with the canonical o(R)-morphism S -+ QF(S) is 
called the Module of Quotient8 of S at F. 
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In [7], QF(iS) has been defined by: QF(iS) = EHiSjF(iS)). If S is F'-
torsion free then Theorem 3.7. yields iQF(S) = QF(iS). In general iQF(S) = 
= Er;,(ia(iSjF(iS))). Now, iSjF(iS) is separated, being the quotient in n(R) 
of sheaves. Therefore SjFB(S) is an essential extension in n(R) of iSjF(iS); 
thus i(SjFs(S)) is F-torsion free and we get: 
EHiSjF(iS)) ""' FJ1;.(ia(iSjF(iS))), 
(because ia(iSjF(iS)) is an essential extension of iSjF(iS) in n(R)). Hence 
iQF{S) ""' QF(iS). 
Because of this, properties of QF in O'{R) may be reduced to properties 
of QF in n(R). Using results from [7], we obtain in this way: 
PROPOSITION 3.8.: Let F be a G-functor in nCR), QF is a left exact 
functor in O'(R). 
An S E O'(R) is said to be flabby if is is flabby, i.e. if the restriction 
morphisms of S are epimorphisms. A local G-functor F is said to reduce R 
if it reduces iR, cf. [7], i.e., Ker e~{R) C F(U)R(U) for all V C U in 
Open (X). Using the preceeding remark one derives from [7] again: 
PROPOSITION 3.9.: Let R E O'(R) be flabby and let F be a local G-
functor in n(R), reducing R. Then QF(R) is a Ring and its Ringstructure 
is uniquely determined by its R-Module structure. For any ME O'(R), 
QF(M) is in a natural way a QF(R)-Module. Moreover, for arbitrary 
U E Open (X), QF(M) (U) = QF(u)(M( U)). 
In the sequel R is always a flabby Ring and F will be a local G-functor 
reducing R. Let !J6 = {Bj , i E I} be a basis for the topology of X. A loca.l 
G-functor F is said to ha.ve property T{!J6) if for every BE !J6, the kernel 
functor F{B) has property (T) in the sense of [4]. 
THEOREM 3.10.: Let F have property T{!J6) , then: 
1. Every QF(R)-Module is FB-torsion free. 
2. Every QF{R)-Module is faithfully Fqnjective. 
3. The functor QF is right exact and commutes with direct sums. 
PROOF: 1. Let S E a(QF(R)). Then F(iS)(B) = F(B)[(iS)(B)]. Since 
(is){B) is a QF(R)(B) = QF(B)(R(B))-module and since F(B) has property 
(T) it follows that F(B)[(iS)(B)] = o. Therefore, in view of Remark 2.2., 
it is easily verified that F'(S) = O. 
2. Locally, for BE fII, the problem is solved. Again Remark 2.2. 
finishes the proof. 
3. That QF commutes with direct sums follows immediately from the 
fact that QF(B) does, for all B E !J6. 
Let 0 -+ S' -+ S --.)0 S" -+ 0 be exact in O'(R) . Then S" = a(iSjiS') and 
iQF(sn) ::: QF(iSjiS'), cf. Theorem 3.7. and the ensuing remark. 
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Taking sections over B E~, yields: 
[iQF{S")]{B) ~ QF(B)({iS)(B)j{iS')(B)) 
~ QF(B){{iS){B))jQF(B){{iS')(B)) 
~ [Q,{iS)jQF{iS')](B) 
~ [iQF{S)jiQ,(S')]{B). 
By Remark 2.2. we obtain: 
Q,{S") = a{iQ,{S)jiQ,{S')) = Q,(S)jQ,(S') • 
COROLLARY: Under the assumptions of the foregoing theorem: every 
left Ideal of QF(R) is generated by a left Ideal of Rj F'{R) = R. 
PRoOF: Let I C Q,{R) be a left Ideal and put J = I ('I R. Then 
IjJ ~ Q,{R)jR hence IjJ is F'-torsion and iIjiQF{R)iJ is F-torsion. 
Therefore I ja{iQF{R)iJ) is F'-torsion and a Q,{R)-Module, hence 
1= a{Q,{iR)iJ). 
Define .rt'(F') = a.rt'(F), where .rt'(F) is the filter of left Ideals I of iR 
(cf. [7]) such that F(iRjI) =iRjI. One easily checks that .rt'(F') is exactly 
the class of sub-O'(R)-objects I' of R such that Rill is F'-torsion. 
PROPOSITION 3.ll.: Let F have property T{~). Then, for every 
I' E .rt'{F'), a(Q,(iR)iUF(II))) = Q,(R), where jF is the canonical sheaf 
morphism R ~ QF(R). 
PROOF: Put ij,: iR ~ Q,(iR). We prove the stronger statement 
a(Q,{iR)ij,(iJl )) =Q,(R). Since iI' E .rt'(F) we get that iII(B) E .rt'(F(B)) 
and property (T) for F(B) implies that 
Q'(B)(R(B)){iI'{B)) = Q'(B){R{B)), 
for all B E~. Sheafification yields the desired equality • 
Define the tensor product of S, S' E a{R) as being the sheaf associated 
to the presheaf T defined by T(U)=S{U) ® S'(U), for U E Open (X). 
BCU) 
PROPOSITION 3.12.: Let F have property T(~), then, for all S E a(R), 
Q,(S) ~ Q,(R) ® S. 
B 
PROOF: For all B E ~ we have : 
Q'(B)(R(B)) ® S{B) =Q'(B)(S{B)) =QF{iS){B). 
B(B) 
Sheafification and the definition of the tensor produot yield: 
Q,(R) ® S ~ a{Q,(iS)) = aiQ,(S) = Q,(S) • 
B 
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Property T(f!l), in particular the fact that QF is right exact and com-
mutes with direct sums may be useful in studying coherence properties. 
Indeed, it is now easy to prove that: 
PROPOSITION 3.13.: If F is a local G-functor having property T(f!l) 
and if S E a(R) is a coherent sheaf then QF(S) is a coherent sheaf • 
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